
 
 

36º CAMPEONATO BRASILEIRO DE BALONISMO 

2023  

 

General Briefing Information 

New PZs in the rules and new PZs’ waypoints and tracks are published on ENB. 

II. 11 VERTICAL SPEED (10.2) 

Any reports by Officials or Pilots of “dangerous flying” will be investigated and penalties may be applied. 

All logger tracks will be checked using the Balloon Safety Analyzer. Competitors exceeding the limits of 

vertical speed below will be penalized:  

Limit       3D Proximity    Relative Vertical Speed 

Limit 1    25 m                 3 m/s 

Limit 2    50 m                 5 m/s 

Limit 3    75 m                 8 m/s>  

Limit 4: Exceeding the absolute vertical ascent speed of 8 m/s will be penalized. 

III.6.11 The FRF must fill immediately after the flight. No refuelling before FRF. 

III.9.14 Note: No use of launch masters and launch assignment during the Event. The competitor may ask for an 
assistant at the flagpole.  

 
III.12.5  Note: The target will always be displayed within 100 m of the given goal coordinates, the closest as 

possible to the coordinates. If the target is not displayed then the goal will be on the ground. 
 

III.12.11.2 Note for all tasks: physical or electronic mark is mandatory. 
 
III.12.18.1 The scoring areas will be track files. The boundary will be the track line. The track files (plt) will be 

downloadable from the ENB. The printed version of the track files will be published on the task sheet. Any 
competitor who is unable to download the track files may ask for a copy on his USB stick or he can ask 
for the printed version of the track points list. 
 

III.12.20.1 Note: The MMA is radius of 50 m by default, and exceptions will be noted on the task sheet. If the MMA is 
more than the natural borders of the area, then the MMA will be the area defined by the natural borders. 
The measuring team will not measure, nor search for, nor collect markers dropped beyond the MMA or in 
an inappropriate area like cornfields, crops, bushes, trees or lake, etc. If there is a description or proximity 
statement in the waypoints file then it is for  information only. 

 

Official Sunrise / Sunset  0650 / 1730 
Briefing:  0600 / 1430 

SANCTION FEE FOR LOST PROPERTIES: 
Marker - R$100,  Basket banner - R$300 
Have to pay it before next flight! 
 

Event Director: +36 70 310 4567 in English and WhatsApp only. 
Logger problem: +44 787 634 3994, Zuz Bryant - Chief Scorer in English and WhatsApp only. 
 
 


